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Abstract
While highly sensitive data like personal health
information (PHI) is valuable to digital health service
providers, users often remain reluctant to disclose such
personal data. Research has shown that personalised
nudging, i.e. nudging that adopts content to user
characteristics to nudge specific actions, can
successfully increase purchase intention. However, its
effect on consumers’ handling of sensitive data is
unclear. We apply personalised nudging in the context
of personalising data usage policies and investigate
whether personalised nudges that match users’
cognitive styles (i.e. the way users process
information), affects individuals’ level of trust, privacy
concerns, risk, and PHI disclosure. Using an online
experiment in the context of mobile apps for health
bonus programmes, we find that, when presentation
format matches the users’ cognitive style individuals’
PHI disclosure and trust are not affected, but that
individuals’ privacy concerns and risk perceptions are
significantly lower.

1. Introduction
As consumers and users of digital products and
services, we are constantly faced to make decisions in
an online environment. In business and economics
studies research has long relied on the assumption that
an individual will always make a pure cost-benefit
calculation when facing a decision. However, this also
implies that an individual has perfect information
which we know from reality is impossible. Humans
have cognitive limitations and their decisions underlie
different biases. For example, the same issue can be
expressed through text or pictures resulting in different
perceptions of the content among individuals. That
means it is also important how a choice is presented
and that this presentation format can also “nudge” the
user towards a decision. Nudging, or in an online
environment, digital nudging, means guiding people’s
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online choices by distinct interface design elements
[63].
One of the decisions we constantly make in an
online environment is for example how much personal
data we disclose to digital service providers. Privacy
concerns generally inhibit users from disclosing their
personal data [1, 2]. In addition, as per law, websites
and apps must provide data usage policies that state
what consumer data is collected for which purpose, but
these policies often fail to alleviate consumers’ privacy
concerns, or might even trigger them [3, 4]. This
decision is even more difficult when it comes to
personal health information as it is highly sensitive.
One example for such a case are so-called health bonus
programmes, offered by many European health
insurance providers to their insured to encourage and
incentivise both a healthier lifestyle and regular
attendance of medical check-ups in exchange of
monetary benefits, e.g. a free treatment or a cash
bonus. Users can monitor their behaviour and progress
through the programme-corresponding app which
requires the users to disclose their PHI. User interfaces
of those apps can be designed in a way to nudge people
to disclose their PHI. It is important to note however,
that nudging is to be separated from manipulation, as
the goal of nudging is to benefit both the user and the
provider which is the case for these health insurance
apps. Keeping up a healthier lifestyle will benefit the
users, as they are less prone to get ill, will maintain
fitness, and thus can prevent diseases. Yet, it will also
benefit the health insurance company, as it can save
costs when their clients are healthier and therefore less
in need of insurance claims.
Not only practitioners but also IS scholars have
become increasingly interested in the (theoretical)
examination of digital nudging [e.g. 44, 47, 53, 63],
especially exploring the importance of user interface
design. However, the underlying principle of digital
nudging is generally a one-size-fits all approach, which
is also the case for the communication of privacy or
security messages [38, 53]. Yet, research has shown
that people process information differently, which
means that a digital nudge should be most effective
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when it is tailored to the individual user. The tailoring
is based for example on personal preferences the user
has previously expressed through behaving in a distinct
manner online. This so-called personalised nudging is
becoming increasingly relevant in practice. Tailoring
has been studied in human computer interaction
literature and persuasion literature [49], but it has yet
rarely been studied in the digital nudging literature
[44]. Recent work in privacy research showed that
presentation format is an important factor of
personalisation [27] and that distinct wordings
correlate with different personality traits [38].
Moreover, we know from marketing research that
purchase intention can be increased by matching the
website design to the users’ preferred way to process
information, i.e. their cognitive style [22]. However,
personalised nudging in the context of data usage
policies is different, because here, sensitive data need
to be disclosed. Gaining a first understanding of the
effect of personalised nudges in a privacy context is
especially relevant, as personalisation as such can raise
users’ privacy concerns about data disclosure [10, 33,
58]. Therefore, we aim to close this research gap by
investigating the effect of personalised nudges on data
disclosure. As users are especially solicitous in regard
to highly sensitive personal data like personal health
information, these provide the most interesting setting
for studying personalised nudges in the privacy context
[9]. Moreover we want to investigate the effect of
personalised nudges on individuals’ privacy
perceptions, i.e. on trust, privacy concerns, and risk.
These three constructs have been shown to be
especially important when it comes to privacy-related
decisions [18, 55]. Therefore, we ask the following
research questions:
RQ1: How do data usage policies that match users’
cognitive style influence their perception on trust,
privacy concerns, and risk?
RQ2: How do data usage policies that match users’
cognitive style influence their level of PHI disclosure?
We chose the case of an app for health bonus
programmes provided by health insurance companies
as an appropriate application case to investigate the
combination of cognitive styles and presentation
format as a form of a personalised nudge in the context
of data usage policies regarding personal health
information. Our work expands the scarce body of
knowledge on personalised nudging and provides
practitioners with valuable insights about how this
specific nudging technique can steer users towards a
more favourable evaluation of their products or
services.
The paper proceeds as follows: We will give an
overview of the essential theoretical concepts and the
related literature. We will then present our research

model and develop the hypotheses. After that, we will
outline our research method before analysing and
discussing the results. We will infer both theoretical
contributions and managerial implications from the
findings and conclude with a brief synopsis.

2. Theoretical foundations
2.1. Digital nudging
In general, a nudge is defined as “any aspect of the
choice architecture that alters people’s behavior in a
predictable way without forbidding any options or
significantly changing their economic incentives” [60,
p. 6]. The underlying idea of nudging is based on
insights from behavioural economics and psychology
research which demonstrated that when it comes to
making decisions, individuals do not act rationally but
rather irrationally, as they underlie biases and
heuristics [e.g. 26, 54]. This stands in contrast to the
previously prevalent depiction of an individual in
classic economics as homo economicus, having
unbounded rationality, unbounded willpower and
unbounded pursuit of self-interest. It is important to
note that the original idea of nudging is not a purely
paternalistic and manipulative approach, but that the
freedom of choice is remained [60]. In the public
sector, the concept of nudging has been used in the past
years to steer individuals towards decisions that
benefitted themselves and consequently, society, for
example nudging people towards a more
environmentally-friendly behaviour.
As more and more decisions are nowadays made in
an online environment, IS scholars have transferred the
concept of nudging into the digital sphere [2, 44, 47,
63]. Consequently, digital nudging is defined as “the
use of user-interface design elements to guide people’s
behavior in digital choice environments” [63, p. 433].
Hence, the concept of digital nudging is about
suppressing or exploiting biases and heuristics in an
online choice environment, to steer people into towards
distinct decisions. Like “normal” nudging, digital
nudging can be used to achieve a plethora of goals,
ranging from paying CO2 offsets while booking flights
[59] to increasing online social sharing [25], and, as
mentioned above, to nudging privacy [4]. While having
its roots in the public sector, the private sector has also
commenced to exploit nudging, and digital nudging in
particular, for their purposes. Firstly, digital nudging is
both relatively cheap and easy to implement [63].
Secondly, due to increasingly elaborate tracking
techniques and steadily improving computing power,
nudging online offers new possibilities related to
personalisation.
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2.2. Personalised nudging and cognitive styles
Personalised nudging is a form of digital nudging
that takes into account users’ individual characteristics
and behaviour patterns. It is important to note that the
presentation of choices is personalised, not the choices
themselves, i.e. freedom of choices is ensured.
Personalisation of nudges can be done based on the
users’ cognitive style. An individual’s cognitive style
is defined as “a person‘s preferred way of gathering,
processing, and evaluating information” [23, p. 850].
Studies across disciplines like psychology, marketing,
and consumer behaviour have exhibited that
individuals differ in cognitive style and that this is
relevant in the decision-making process [15, 38]. There
are different dimensions of cognitive styles [6, 20, 22,
39, 52]. A widely agreed upon distinction in
psychology, marketing, and education is the dimension
“visual-verbal” [19, 30, 41, 51]. Therefore, the visualverbal dimension will also be our focal dimension.
While individual search or purchasing behaviour is
widely used for the personalisation of web content,
cognitive styles are yet rarely used.
Consequently, website and app interfaces can be
designed in a way that they match a user’s cognitive
style to achieve specific goals. Hauser et al. [22]
showed that in a sales context, matching a website’s
presentation format to the user’s cognitive style lead to
an increase in purchase intention. Here, the website
designs differed for instance in the amount of data
presented and if information was displayed using
additional graphs. In the privacy context, personalised
nudging can usually serve two contradictory purposes,
namely assisting privacy and the contrary, which has
been described in the privacy literature as “nudging
away from privacy” [3, 5, 11, 61]. In the privacy
context, Malkin et al. [38] studied the efficacy of
different wordings of browser warnings, which were
developed to appeal to different personality traits, on
user behaviour. Keith et al. [27] investigated the effect
of different presentation formats on trust and risk
perceptions as well as disclosure behaviour in regard to
privacy. However, there has not yet been conducted a
study that investigates the effect of the congruence of
presentation format and personal characteristics.

2.3. Personal health information: privacy
perceptions and disclosure behaviour
The GDPR which recently came into force in the
European Union defines personal health information as
“personal data related to the physical or mental health
of a natural person, including the provision of health
care services, which reveal information about his or her

health status” [1, p. 33, Art. 4]. PHI can for example
include chronic diseases, mental health conditions, or
information about reproductive status [28, 32]. In the
course of the ongoing digitalisation covering all areas
of life, more and more technologies using PHI have
entered the market. On the one side there are digital
developments like the much discussed electronic health
record, maintained and professionally used by health
care providers [13]. On the other side, a steady
growing market for products like consumer health
wearables and fitness apps has emerged, where
personal health information is collected and analysed
by companies unrelated to the health care sector [e.g.
13, 34]. A significant problem here is that the
advertising industry but also health insurance
companies have already shown third-party interest in
getting access to this kind of data.
A widely used model in privacy research to depict
individuals’ privacy-related perceptions and behaviour
is the APCO model (Antecedents, Privacy Concerns,
Outcomes) by Smith et al. [55] and its enhanced
version by Dinev et al. [18]. This model is also
applicable in the context of personal health
information. Three constructs are central in the model,
influencing user behaviour. These constructs are trust,
privacy concerns, and risk. Risk is usually displayed
together with benefits to form the so-called privacy
calculus. However, we concentrate on risk only as we
are interested in why people refrain from an action
rather than in which benefits they see. Moreover, risk
perception, not the perceived benefit, is influenced by
the privacy concerns [18]. Risk is assessed by users as
the “perceived risk of opportunistic behavior related to
the disclosure of personal information submitted” [24,
p. 298]. For the second construct we take into
consideration, trust, manifold definitions exist. Related
to our research, the definition of Mishra [48] is highly
appropriate. Following Mishra, trust can be defined as
“willingness to be vulnerable to another party based on
the belief that the latter party is 1) competent, 2) open,
3) concerned, and 4) reliable” [48, p. 5]. Lastly, we
review users’ privacy concerns. For defining privacy
concerns, we draw on the work by Hong & Thong to
construe them as “the degree to which an Internet user
is concerned about website practices related to the
collection and use of his or her personal information”
[24, p. 276]. Users display privacy concerns when it
comes do disclosing personal data, and those are
especially high when it comes to disclosing personal
health information, as it is highly sensitive [9, 14, 18,
55].
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3. Conceptual
development

model

and

hypotheses

Building on the aforementioned theoretical insights we
developed a conceptual model depicted in Figure 1.
The model considers three stages. First, we determine
if presentation format matches the user’s cognitive
style or not. This is our independent variable. Second,
we predict that a match has a positive effect on users’
privacy perception (the second stage in the model) as
well as on their behaviour, i.e. the level of PHI
disclosure.
As stated above, data usage policies have been
demonstrated to often be too long and complex [42,
61]. Tsai et al. [61] proved that when privacy
information of online vendors is made available in a
concise and compact way, users will choose vendors
that better protect their privacy, underpinning the
importance of presentation format for digital nudging.
Moreover, research has shown that people differ in the
way they process information, i.e. they differ in their
cognitive style. In IS research, the role of personal
characteristics has been studied in the context of online
retail [29, 43, 62]. More specifically, the literature
stream in IS on privacy has examined the importance
between personal characteristics and perceived privacy
[12, 27, 38]. We assume that matching presentation
format and cognitive style will influence users’
perception of privacy. Two concepts from psychology
are especially relevant here, namely familiarity and
processing fluency [e.g. 21, 31, 36, 57, 64]. Processing
fluency refers to the phenomenon “that people tend to
prefer easily processed information” [7, p. 9369].

When individuals try to understand complicated
information, they rely on such mechanisms [7]. Based
on these insights, we assume that if users are shown
information in a way that matches their cognitive style,
they process this information more easily.
Combining these insights we assume that matching
the presentation format to the cognitive style of the
user will first enhance understanding because of a
better processing fluency. Furthermore, fluent stimuli
are assessed as more familiar by individuals [7].
Existing literature indicates that familiarity will then in
turn have an effect on trust [21, 31]. Thus, we suggest
that when users are shown the data usage policy in
their preferred way to process this information, the
understanding of the content will be better than when it
is displayed otherwise. In line with the literature, we
expect that the better understanding will lead to a
higher level of trust. Accordingly, we predict:
H1. Users will show higher levels of trust when
presentation format matches their cognitive style.
The central variable of the APCO model are
privacy concerns. An individual’s privacy concerns are
determined by antecedents such as privacy awareness.
Privacy awareness describes the degree to which a user
understands how the collected personal information is
used [24, 37]. We assume that a matching of the
presentation with the users’ cognitive style will
enhance the users’ understanding of the content and
awareness of how it is used. Research has also shown
that being aware of an issue and understanding it
thoroughly lowers concerns [50]. Consequently, we
presume:
H2. Users will show lower levels of concerns when
presentation format matches their cognitive style.

Context: Mobile Apps for Health Bonus Programmes
Perception

Stimulus

Behaviour

Trust
H1

Presentation Format
x
Cognitive Style

H2

H3

Privacy
Concerns

H4

PHI Disclosure

Risk

Figure 1. Conceptual model
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The third central construct when it comes to
information privacy and data disclosure are risk
beliefs. Although there are subcategories of risk [45],
we concentrate on risk in general for simplification
reasons. The level of perceived risk is determined by
how a user assesses the likelihood of opportunistic
behaviour by the digital service provider regarding the
disclosed personal information [24]. The assessment of
risk is an intuitive process and heavily influenced by
processing fluency [57]. A stimulus is perceived as
unfamiliar when processing fluency is low which leads
to an increased risk perception [57]. We derive from
this insight that correspondingly, when we have a high
processing fluency, familiarity will increase, which
then in turn has an alleviating effect on user’s risk
perception. Thus, for reducing the risk perceived by the
user, processing fluency has to be enhanced which we
assume can be achieved by matching the presentation
format of a website with the users’ cognitive style.
Hence, we expect consumers, who are shown the data
usage policy in a design that matches their cognitive
style, to express a lower level of perceived risk than
consumers who are shown a non-matching version. We
thus hypothesise as follows:
H3. Users will show lower levels of risk when
presentation format matches their cognitive style.
Besides users’ perceptions of trust, concerns, and
risk, also their behaviour can be influenced by the
congruence of presentation format and cognitive style.
As Hauser et al. [22] show, presenting products of a
website in a way that matches the user’s preferred way
to process information, can enhance purchase
intention. Transferring these findings to our context,
we assume that PHI disclosure as behavioural reaction
can be increased. This corresponds to the findings by
Alter & Oppenheimer [8], which show that fluency
promotes self-disclosure. Consistent with the
aforementioned argumentation we expect participants
in the match group to have a higher level of PHI
disclosure than participants in the no group. Hence, we
predict:
H4. Users will show higher levels of PHI
disclosure when presentation format matches their
cognitive style.

4. Research method
4.1. Experimental design
To test our hypotheses, we developed an
experimental set-up in the context of a health bonus
programme by a health insurance company and its
respective app as described above. Bonus points are
awarded e.g. for having successfully achieved a set

fitness goal or for undergoing the yearly dental check.
In addition, those apps often offer additional services,
for example a tool to track one’s medication etc. If
individuals have collected a specified amount of points
within one year, they are given a cash bonus or free
treatments. As users’ disclosure of PHI provides
benefits for both the user and the provider, this setting
provides a highly suitable case for our research goal.
When developing the case and the designs, we
followed the concept of a real-world bonus programme
by a large German health insurance company to create
an experience as real as possible.
We conducted an online experiment, using a
scenario-based questionnaire created with Qualtrics.
Building on the insights from previous research about
digital nudging, interface design, privacy policies, and
cognitive styles, we developed two different types of
nudges. These two nudges served as our treatments
representing the two poles of the aforementioned
“visual-verbal” dimension. Based on the findings by
Tsai et al. [61] that compact summary versions work
better than lengthy data usage policies, we decided to
develop two summaries with a different presentation
formats of data usage policies each. This also suits the
app case, as apps have limited screen space.
Presentation format 1 showed the summary displaying
the information about data usage with icons.
Presentation format 2 showed the summary displaying
the information with bullet points. Each presentation
format caters for the visual respective the verbal type.
Although we will evaluate the results only based on the
two different groups of “match” and “no match”, we
chose to work with two presentation formats (visual
and verbal), to ensure that an effect is not only due to a
certain presentation format, e.g. visual, as would be the
case if we had only worked with one presentation
format, e.g. icons. Participants were randomly assigned
to one of the two nudges. Respondents were recruited
via a university database and via Facebook; in total, the
questionnaire was 100 percent completed by 156
individuals. The study was conducted among Germanspeaking participants, thus all explanations and
questions were translated into German. In our set-up
participants were told to receive 100€ for 1000 points
achieved in one year.
After having received the treatment, respondents
were to answer a questionnaire covering our constructs
of interest. Firstly, participants had to answer question
regarding the three constructs for privacy perception,
trust, concerns, and risk. Secondly, for determining the
respective cognitive style, i.e. if someone classified a
visual or a verbal type, we employed three semantic
differentials with questions drawn from the literature
[e.g. 30, 56]. Finally, respondents had to fulfil a
disclosure task where they were asked to provide
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personal health information (with the additional
possibility of “not specified”). It is important to note,
that the nudges (i.e. the data usage policies) are
personalised, but regarding the decision, the
experiment is in line with the original idea of nudging
of retaining the freedom of choice in the choice
architecture, namely the decision how much PHI is
disclosed.
The treatments and the questions underwent
thorough examinations in a pretest. We controlled for
medication, i.e. if people are currently taking
medication which is only available on prescription by
providing three possible answers, namely “yes”, “no”,
and “not specified”. Finally, we controlled for different
demographics.

4.2. Operationalisation of constructs
To operationalise our constructs, we extracted
validated measures from relevant existing literature
and adapted them to our case. The construct of trust
and its items have been derived from Dinev & Hart
[17] and Malhotra et al. [37]. The items were adjusted
and modified to suit our case. The items for concerns
were drawn from Kenny & Connolly [28], who had
adapted the items by Hong & Thong [24] to the health
context and combined them with items by Li et al.
[35]. For measuring the perceived risk we used the
items by Dinev & Hart [17] for “perceived Internet
privacy risk”, and adjusted them to the PHI context.
Items for trust and concerns were measured on a 7point Likert scale, ranging from “strongly disagree” to
“strongly agree”. Perceived risk was to be ranked from
“no risk” to “very high risk”, also using a 7-point
Likert scale. As stated in our hypotheses we presume
that these three constructs influence the level of PHI
disclosure. For determining the level of PHI disclosure
we asked “I have or had…”, followed by different
types of conditions. These were, e.g. chronic disease,
cancer, mental health condition, miscarriage or
abortion, and surgery, taken from [32] and [28].
Participants were able to select multiple answers.
Moreover we included a “none of the above”-option
and a “not specified”-option. We then created a
dummy variable for PHI disclosure aggregating the
answers of the participants regarding the conditions.
Regarding the three semantic differentials for
determining the users’ cognitive style, respondents had
to rate the following statements on a 6-point Likert
scale. First, “for comprehension, I find figures rather
helpful/not helpful”, second, “I am rather the
visual/verbal type”, and third, “when I need to
understand facts, I prefer explanations in form of
images/text”. After aggregating the three scales,
participants with a cumulated average under 3.5 (i.e.

the middle of the scale) classified as visual (127
participants), participants with a cumulated average
greater than 3.5 classified as verbal (29 participants).

5. Results
First, we conducted a factor analysis using SPSS,
for assessing factor loadings and reliability measures.
For trust and concerns, all items scored satisfactorily,
showing communalities above 0.5 and factor loadings
above 0.7 [40]. For risk, two items did not meet the
required criteria of showing communalities above 0.5
and factor loadings above 0.7 to ensure validity. Thus,
they were excluded from further analysis [40].
However, three items of the construct “risk” met the
required criteria, leaving us with a satisfactory valid
factor. Factor loadings for items of all factors were
between 0.837 and 0.937. Next, we calculated
Cronbach’s Alpha values for the remaining items. All
items showed a sufficiently high Cronbach’s Alpha
value greater than 0.7, thus ensuring reliability [16].
For all three constructs, mean values were between
4.39 and 5.2 and standard deviation between 1.31 and
1.69.
For determining the difference between the “yes”
group (match, 75 participants) and the “no” group (no
match, 81 participants), we conducted a t-test for
independent samples with SPSS. First, the difference in
the level of trust between the groups is not significant
(p = 0.080). Thus, H1 is not supported. Second, the
results show that, as predicted, the level of concerns is
significantly lower in the yes group than in the no
group, to wit on the 0.05 level (p = 0.017). Therefore,
H2 is supported. Our third variable regarding privacy
perception, risk, shows a significant effect for the
difference in perceived risk between the yes group and
the no group. Significant on the 0.01 level (p = 0.006),
Table 1. Results of the t-test
Match
(1-0)
Std.
y(1)
Mean
Mean
Err.
n(0)
difference
1
4.75 0.16
0.39ns
Trust
0
4.36 0.15
1
4.56 0.17
-0.53*
Concerns
0
5.09 0.14
1
4.68 0.14
-0.55**
Risk
0
5.23 0.14
1
0.52 0.06
PHI
-0.02ns
disclosure
0
0.54 0.06
* p < 0.05 ** p < 0.01
Construct
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participants in the yes group show significantly lower
risk perception than participants in the no group.
Hence, we can also support H3. The results do not
show significant difference in the level of PHI
disclosure between the two groups, thus we were not
able to support H4. Lastly, the control variables did not
show any effects.

6. Discussion
6.1. Key findings
The results of the study offer rich insights into the
effects of congruence between cognitive styles and
presentation format on users’ privacy perceptions and
their disclosure behaviour for PHI. Consistent with our
expectations, we were able to show that matching
users’ cognitive style with an interface’s presentation
format significantly decreases users’ levels of risk and
concerns. This means, users are less concerned about
the provider’s practices regarding collecting and using
the data when presentation format and cognitive style
correspond. Moreover, users perceive the risk that the
digital service provider, in our case the health
insurance company, will engage in opportunistic
behaviour regarding the disclosed personal (health)
information, to be lower when we have a congruence
of cognitive style and presentation format. That is
because the congruence will increase the understanding
of the content, as processing fluency is better. Fluent
stimuli are then in turn evaluated as more familiar [7,
64]. Hence, the identified effects are based on the two
concepts of familiarity [21, 31, 64] and fluency [7, 8,
57].
Surprisingly, we were not able to support H1
regarding the level of trust. As the influence of a match
was most significant for perceived risk, and generally a
decrease in risk leads to an increase in trust and vice
versa, this is unexpected [12, 17]. A possible
explanation could be that referring to our definitions of
the constructs, trust is a much stronger perception than
risk or privacy concerns, due to the willingness of
being vulnerable. Therefore, users might not react to
the nudge as quickly, because they actually reflect
about the decision. Therefore, fluency might be
undermined to a certain extent. However, we
acknowledge that the p value of 0.080 was only
marginally not classified as significant at the 0.05
level. This indicates that significance might increase
with a larger sample size.
The other result that contradicted our expectation
was that matching cognitive style with presentation
format did not have any effect on the level of PHI
disclosure. In contrast to H1 however, the p value of

0.773 was not near any significance level. Although
previous literature has shown that processing fluency
has an influence of both perception and behaviour, the
outcomes of this experiment show that perceptions are
influenced, but not behaviour. One possible
explanation for this outcome is, that it is relatively easy
to express perceptions, but actually expressing
behaviour always comes with a certain risk. Thus, the
latter might require more effort to change. Moreover,
in our derivation of H4, we have drawn on insights that
show that when products of a website are presented in
a way that matches the user’s preferred way to process
information, purchase intention is enhanced [22]. The
fact that we could not find such an effect in our context
of sensitive data suggests, that this “riskiness” in
behaviour might be even greater regarding actions
related to sensitive information. This also indicates
there are hitherto unknown forces or cognitive
mechanisms between the perception level and the
behavioural level that are yet to be discovered.

6.2. Theoretical contributions and managerial
implications
The findings of the study provide important
implications for both theory and practice. Our work
contributes to IS research in several ways. First, it
expands the steadily growing literature on digital
nudging and the scarce literature on personalised
nudging in particular. We were able to show that
matching presentation format with the user’s cognitive
style can alleviate users’ concerns and risk. This
stresses the importance for IS research for further
investigations on the role of cognitive styles for
personalised nudging (see also [38]). For example, the
results provide a sound basis for investigating different
dimensions of cognitive styles concerning digital
nudging and specifically personalised nudging. Our
findings also contribute to the privacy literature and
especially the relationship between privacy perceptions
and behavioural outcomes, as depicted by the APCO
model. Here, our results hint at the fact that the
influential factors on perception and behaviour, as well
as the relationships between the constructs of trust,
concerns, and risk, differ in their intensity. Moreover
the constructs, especially behaviour might be affected
by additional cognitive mechanisms.
The results of the experiment also provide various
managerial implications, for both digital health service
providers and digital service providers in general.
While we were not able to show that disclosure
behaviour can be increased, our findings nevertheless
indicate that digital health service providers should
consider to use personalised nudging. Disclosure
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behaviour might not be directly affected, however, as
we were able to show that concerns and risks can be
significantly decreased when employing personalised
nudging. Thus, personalised nudging equips
practitioners with a tool to design their interfaces in a
way that alleviates concerns and risks towards their
product or company. Moreover, although personalised
nudging might not directly influence users’ disclosure
behaviour, it can steer users towards a more favourable
evaluation of the provider’s product or service. In the
long term, this might have also positive effects on the
adoption of the product or service and might
consequently indirectly lead to an increased disclosure
behaviour.

6.3. Limitations and future research
There are certain limitations of the study which
simultaneously open various avenues for further
research. First, we chose an app’s interface for the
reasons stated above. However, the possibilities for
designing a mobile interface are limited because of
fewer space available. Thus, it would be interesting to
conduct similar studies with a desktop interface and to
compare the results. Second, although the concept of
different cognitive styles is widely agreed upon, the
distribution of the types might not be equally
distributed among the population. For example, our
sample turned out to be comprised of circa three
quarters of visual type and one quarter of verbal type.
Regarding determining the different types, the selfreporting bias might also be problematic. Therefore,
we urge scholars to further investigate the relationship
between cognitive styles and presentation format. For
example, other dimensions of cognitive styles can be
examined. Third, the setting of the experiment might
have been another limitation. The experiment was
conducted in the name of a university. This might have
biased participants’ PHI disclosure behaviour as
universities are generally perceived to be respectable
and to handle personal data in a secure fashion, so
participants did not have to fear consequences of their
disclosure. This might be different with a real health
insurance company, which indicates that H4 might be
supported in the real world. Hence, a study in
collaboration with a company might be helpful for
further insights in this regard. Fourth, our sample
consisted of German students. Therefore, it would be
interesting to conduct a generational and/or crosscultural study, as there might be differences between
age groups or between cultures, indicated for example
by the study of Miltgen and Peyrat-Guillard [46]. Fifth,
there might be other effects influencing perception
and/or behaviour, which are beyond the scope of this
paper. In a follow-up study, e.g. the type of disease and

possible associated feelings could be included as a
moderator. Finally, it would be interesting to
investigate to which point or extent people are “easy”
to nudge or if there was something like a “resistance to
nudges”.
Our results indicate that besides trust, concerns, and
risk, there are additional mechanisms at play between
the perception level and the behaviour level. Referring
to the enhanced APCO model by Dinev et al. [18],
these mechanisms might be triggered by the level of
effort that moderates the relationships between the
constructs of perception and the behavioural reactions.
However, there might be also mechanisms which have
yet to be discovered. To conclude, after the provision
of initial insights in this study, much more research has
to be done for a thorough understanding of the role of
cognitive styles regarding personalised nudging.

7. Conclusion
This study aimed to expand the literature on user
interface design and personalised digital nudging by
examining the effect of the congruence of presentation
format and users’ cognitive style on users’ PHI
disclosure behaviour. To investigate this effect, we
conducted an online experiment. The findings illustrate
that cognitive style does not assist in nudging people
towards a higher level of PHI disclosure or trust.
However, the fact that the outcomes showed a
significant effect on risk and concerns demonstrates
that cognitive styles play a significant role in users’
privacy perceptions and thus, influences users’
judgment in Internet-based systems. We believe that
this area of research unfolds a plethora of interesting
research avenues and encourage scholars especially
from the field of IS, but also from related disciplines,
to engage in studying personalised nudging.
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